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This thesis explores the experience of recovel'y from a persistent ment¿tl illness ancl

suppofts that facilitate it. The experts were consulted through a process of naruative
interviews where they shared their experience of recovery. Seve n participants were
interviewed, 2 rnen and 5 women. They had each been diagnosed with one of the
following mental illnesses: schizophrenia, bipolar disolder or clepression. They had been
manergin-9 the illness fbr at least 5 yeals and had not had a hospitalization in the 2 years
prior to being inten,iewed. Grouncled theory was used in an efïort to Lrncover common
themes in their experience of recovery. Two theories emerged including commonìy
experienccd supports that f acilitated recovery and a distinction between the.jor-rrney to
clia-enosis and the -joulney to recovery.
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Recovery is an old concept that in this thesis will present a somewhat new twist.

Until recently recovery has been a concept and a r,rnique experience to those recovering

from physical ailments. Those in the field of addictions stretched the concept beyond its

traditional use . More recently, and finally, the concept has entered into the mental health

literature. The iclea of recovery within the mental health field is exciting. It suggests that

people who have a persistent mental illness can live a full life while living with a mental

illness. Recovery in the field of mental health refers to a person's functional abilities, and

when recovered indicates there has been sonre improvement and maintaining of

functioning in one or more areas of life including wort, housing and relationships

(Jacobson & Curtis, 2000). It seems an exciting time fbr people livin-e with mental

illnesses as well as service providers. Finally thele is thinking and work that is falling

outside the traditional 'medical model' box.

Recovery: The Experts Experience of Iiormal and Informal Supports

As a social worker that has spent several years working in the fielcl of mental

health it seems time to highlight, thr-ough the worcls of people living with a persistent

mental illness. To be clear "experts" refers to those intel'viewed that shared their journey

to recovery, those living with the mental illness. The experts discr-rssed how they have

moved beyond a diagnosis and what has facilitatecl their recovery. It is from these

narratives that we the service providers may find clues to success in recovery and so can

support from a more infortned position. The experts interviewed in this research were

those living with a persistent mental illness, for example schizophlenia, bipolal disorder

or depression. They were able to speak to recovery as they had been living with the

diagnosis for at least five years and had been able to mana-qe the diagnosis outside of the
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hospital setting for at least two years. So, to clarify the terminology experts are those that

participated in the interviews sharing their insight and experiences ancl hopes fbr others

who may be experiencing a similar jor"rrney. These experts also have shared their

experience of recovery so service providers, the educators, and supporters can better

understand what has facilitated the recovery process and what have been the barriers to it.

By learning about tlie experts' experience of both their formal and informal support

systems we gain some insìght into how we can improve the support we offer through the

mental he¿llth system.

This field of research is of interest to me as I have spent time as a social worker in

both the community and institutional mental health systems. I have had the privilege of

meeting with people who have journeyed along this path of recovery and have learned

fi'om them. Those who have overcome obstacles often highlight the resilience of people.

I believe that working from a recovery perspective allows for conversations to happen

that have been seen as unconventional and instilling 'false hope'. My experience has

been that these conversations are often strengths based, empowering, and coll¿rbol¿rtive,

no longer 'doing to' or doing fbr' a client but working with and sr.rpporting people in their

recovery.



Relevance

ability to self'heal, r'emain hopefïI, and abandon the vision of being a victim of the illness

(Mr-rrretz & Frese lll,2001). Deegan (1993), a clinical psychologist who manages

schizophrenia, talks about the recognition that she "has the illness" verslìs she "is the

illness". She also emphasizes that there is no cure for mental illness but people can live

with the limitations and knowing what the limitations are, opens up all the possibilities of

what they can do (Deegan, 1993).

Recovery is a process that includes seif-empowel'ment, being in control, the

Chapter One

Introduction

In contrast, the "medical model", the traditional approach, perpetuates the

"...cycle of'disempowerment and clespair among those with a serious mental illness"

(Munetz & Frese lII, 2001). From the position of the meclical model there is no

recovering from a mental illness but rather a traditional response to illness assuming the

chronic patient will rely on an acute care setting and a pharmacological regime that may

minimize symptoms. It has been thought of as a paternalistic approach where the patient

h¿rs no control over theil biologically based sickness. It is not about the potential for

wellne ss ancl recovery but rather a focus on the doom and gloom of having an incurable

illness or disordel that reqLrires the "sick" to follow doctors' orders. This model was

historically the approach to mental illness. It was challenged in the 1960s to 70s as a new

way of thinking emerged; the consumers of traditional mental health system services

began to asseft themselves against the old approach and thus began the movement of

recovery in the mental health system.
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The dia-enosis of'a persistent mental illness has many irnplications for one's life.

One important consideration is the forrnal and inlbrmal slrpports that can facilitate

recovery from a persistent rnental illness. As the system begins to further explole the idea

of recovery in the field of mental health we begin to realize the potential for peopie living

with a mental illness. There are experiences that can facilitate living a fulfilling life witli

a diagnosis of a persistent mental illness. There are several kinds of supports mentioned

by survivors that have helped them on the journey of lecovery, however it seems

imperative to continue this area of study. This vier¡' is illustrated by a quotation fiom

Ridgway (2001): "We must collectively work to end an era in which people find it more

difficult to recover from the mental health treatment they leceive than from the

psychiatric disorder itselfl' (p.9).

Recovery is not a new term in many fields of str,rdy including physical ailments

and addictions. However, this term is a relatively new one in the mental health field. It

requires a shift in how service providers, consumers, politicians, and the general public

use language, and how services are designed and delivered. Directed by consumers of

these services, research in this area may lead to implementation of changes in the mental

health system at both the policy and practice levels. Exploring what consumels identify

as factors and services that facilitate recovery and the experiences they have had that have

not been helpful to this process is an ir.npoltant topic to research. By identifying supports

that are useful in the process of recovery, theory that is available on this issue will be

enriched. The research available refers to some key supports including family, friends,

self-help networks, case management and psychiatry.

Those who have used mental health services due to the de-institutionalization that

took place from the 1960s to 70s have further developed the self-help movement. As



institutions were closed and the residents moved into community settings service

providers and those now placed in the comrnunity began to create new services and

sltppol'ts that would stabilize people who had been for many years living an institutional

life. The purpose of this research is to further explore the supports that facilitate recovr: ry

as iclentifled by the people accessing them, the experts. Through interviews with experts

narratives emerged that indicated what kinds of supports hacl fäcilitated recovery ancl

barriers that may have been encolrntered along the recovely journey. This research

f-urthers the information from the population that is utilizing these various services.

The empirical lesearch on the topic of supports that facilitate recovery is scarce.

What is available is the evaluation of specific factors that may suppolt recovery such ¿rs

the role of case management (Holloway & Carson, 2001), self-help networks (Gartner &

Reissrnan, 1982; Kuttz & Chambon, 1987), vocational or day programs (Smith, 2000;

Sullivan, 1997) and reports of consumers who offer their expertise (Deegan, 1996; Leete,

1989). Theobjectiveofthisresearchwastodetailthesupportsthatasarnpleof

conslrmers identified as helpfr-rl in facilitating recovery from a severe mental illness. It is

one of few studies condr-rcted fiom a Canadian perspective. Key research in the area of

mental illness and recovery (see folexample Anthony (1993;2000), Deegan (1988; 1993;

1996), Spaniol (1991), and Sullivan(19941' l99l)) is based on clata from within the

American service system. As u'ell, because the idea of people being able to recover from

¿ì severe mental illness is relatively new in the literature beginning in the 1980s, any new

empirical research will serve to enrich past findings, and generate new ideas for future

research.

This research is relevant to the field of social work as it blends well with many of

the core values of the profession. The recovery model shares common threads with the
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professional values of social work, includin-g empowerment and self-determination. The

worth of an individual is emphasized, the need fbr advocacy (a fundamental principle in

the social work code of ethics), and edr,rcation are stressed. The recovery model also

considers the person in their environment, zind works from a strengths based perspective.

Relevance to Education, Policy and Practice

Strengths based, consumer driven research in the field of social work touches the

areas of educ¿rtion, practice ancl policy. From the point of training mental health workers,

hearing from the people who have been in recovery can illuminate what services have

been helpful. This kincl of knowledge will impact on the education of mental health

workers, and provicle consumer insight on what has lacilitated or been a barrier to

recoverin-e from the diagnosecl mental illness. This study also demonstrates the

importance of edr-rcating social workers about facilitating recovery. As was stated by

Ca¡penter (2002), "...eclucators can slìpport the recovery movement in a number of

ways...curriculums shoulcl reflect the assumption that recovery can and does occur and

that consumers are the agents of their own recovery" (p.7). It is important that coltrses on

mental health cover the history of tleatment of the mentally ill with particular focus on

the grasst oots movement led by consumers ¿rnd snrvivors of mental illness. As is

common practice in social work courses and practice, it is imperative to challenge

misconceptions and assumptions about the nature of mental illness. Challenging people

to think through the idea of recovery as a distinct possìbility for people who experience

severe mental illness will serve to open Lìp conversations around the strength of a

r ecovery-based system.



In the area of direct practice the role of service providers is to support the client's

recovery (Deegan, 1988). Anthony (1993) suggests service ploviders neecl to provide an

environment rich with "triggers". These trigger-s include:

" Talking about recovery as a reality, given that the research into long-tenn

implications of mental illness will help to spread the word that recovery is

possible (Jacobson & Curtis, 2000). Lif-e after diagnosis cloes exist ancl people

with mental illness have similar wants and needs as those who live without a

diagnosis. As Pettie and Triolo (1999) highlight, people wìth mental illnesses can

move from a 'Why me?' to a 'What now?' attitude;

When discussing treatment options with clients it is imperative to provide them

with all the necessary infonnation so that they can make an informecl decision

regarding their treatment (Deegan, 1996);

Linking clients to other resources that have been identified as facilitating

recovery, such as churches and self'-help groups; and,

. Using a strength based perspective (Sullivan, 1997), conveying the belief that

consumers continue to grow and use those personal strengths to develop treatment

goals.

The research also assists in identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the service

system. By becoming more aware of gaps from the perspective of the conslìmer

practitioners can advocate for a service system that is effective in supporting people in

their journey of recovery from serious mental health problems.

In terms of policy, giving voice to consumer experiences can lead to issues of

social jLrstice being better addressed, as well as changes to policies at both the level of



service provision. ancl government policy making. Consumers liave the necessary

expertise to be involved in policy development, and to provide training to policymakers

and professionals (Jacobson & Curtis, 2000). There continues to be a large number of

people with psychiatric disabilities who do not use the system. We know little about this

popr-rlation, however the literature states that people with mental illnesses continue to be

one of the most chronically disaclvantaged populations, lacking affordable housing and

supported employment (Rapp, 1998). Lastly, consumer-operated agencies should be

supported by socìal workers and be a resource provided to the client population.

As comnunities are better able to understand people's experience of a mental

illness and how they rnove from the despair that may follow a diagnosis to living a full

life in spite of a diagnosis, an understanding of recovery will emerge. In its emergence

will hopefully come a service system that is constantly improving towards a more

infonned system that facilitates this journey and is directed by those who are using it. As

well there will come an appreciation for the diverse services available that range from

clinical to community based, and from professionally-driven to consurner-driven. While

the journey of recovery is a unique one for each person, by researching we will further

enrich our understanding of it, and work toward an inclusive community (Davidson,

Strayner, Nickou, Styron, Rowe & Chinman,2001).



Medícal model vs. Recovet'y model

Historically the diagnosis ancl treatment of mental illnesses has followed the

"medical model". This rnoclel w¿ts fbcussed on the shortcomings, weaknesses and

limitations of those diagnosed. Mental illness was based on biology and out of the

control of the person affectecl by it. The implication that it is biological insinuates there

was no getting better and that the doctor who was the expert did treatment. The "medical

model" is seen today as a p¿ìternalistic, oppressive approach in contrast to the model of

recovery (Carpenter,2002', Munetz & Frese III,2001). The assumption of the medical

model is that biology is destiny; the emphasis is on illness in which patients are seen as

having weaknesses, ancl the doctors are all-powerful (Munetz &. Frese III, 2001). This

rnodel is juxtaposed next to the concept of recovery from mental illness, where t'ecovery

is an ideal that is heretical within the medical model (Anthony, 1993).

In contrast one of the tenets of the recovery model is seeing the person

experiencing the mental illness as someone who has control over the illness and its

symptoms. It is a model where people can heal, have hope and find ways to accept and

manage symptoms so that they can lemain outside of the acute institutional system.

(Munetz & Frese III,2001). Anotherdistinction in the moclel of recovery articulatedby

Deegan (1993) is between having the illness and being the illness, she goes on to suggest

that, ". . . recovery is not cure. It is a lifelong process". In the model of recovery people

managing a mental illness can direct how much the illness impacts their life by their

strategies for managing it. The model stresses empowerment, self-direction and an

intet'¿rction with services that is driven by the person working on their recovery. The

Chapter Two

Literature Review

9
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person has a voice and in the model of recovely is encoura-eecl to be a Ie ¿rd on the team of

the people from whom they choose to seek suppol't.

Diagnosis and Treatment

In many of the studies on recovery fì'onl mental illness the participants include

people living with schizophrenia, bipolal disorcler and severe depression. For example in

Sullivan's (1994) study on the process of recovery of 46 participzrnts, l4 7o had

schizophrenia, l7 Vohad bipolardisorder and9Vc were listed as other. While Smith's

(2000) qualitative study of l0 participants on recovery from severe psychiatlic disability

reported three categories of diagnoses including schizophrenia. bipolar disorders, and

major depression. These mental illnesses are referred to as severe in nature and are

diagnosed based on symptoms reflected in the Diagnostic and Statistics Manual IV

(DSM-IV). The diagnosis of mental illness and treatment Lìsing psychotropic medications

is done through an assessment by a psychiatrist, and on occasion by a general practitioner'.

Psychotropic medications at times are complimented by other therapeutic intelventions

for example, "talk" therapy done individually or as p¿ìrt of a -eroup. Severity of an illness

is based on the chronicity, intensity or persistence of symptoms associated with the

illness, ancl its impact on daily living. However, the research does not define what is

meant by the tern severely mentally ill. In fact terms such as chronic, severe, serious and

persistent mental illness are used interchangeably. However, ¿ìs stated above, severe

mental illness appears to refer predominantly to schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and

major depression. Once a diagnosis has been given the recommended intervention often

begins with psychotropic medication that according to Munetz & Frese III (2001) has

resulted in people with a serious mental illness experiencing fewer symptoms of the

illness.



Nft e r de -in s titutio n alizatio n

mentally iìl in the 1960s and 70s and this meant there was sLrddenly a need lbr comrnLrnity

support services. A diverse range in community-based services that inclucled day

treatment and residential settings had to assLlme the day-to-day care of the de-

With the decrease in symptoms there was a move to de-institutionalize the

institutionalized mentally ill (Evans & Moltzen, 2000). Due to the fragmentation of these

services in the era of de-institutionalization (Intagliata, 1982) case management was

introcluced to better serve the needs of the mentally ill.

. Case Management

The aim of case management was to enhance mental health care, making it n-rore

accessible, accountable and efficient (Intagliata,1982). Histolically there were two

approaches to case management including the "brokerage" and "clinical" model (Mueser,

Bond, Drake, and Resnick, 1998). Holloway & Carson (2001) state, "[a] case manager

working withìn the "brokerage" model acts as an enabler, systems coordinator and broker

of services" (p. 3) This is in contrast to clinical case managers who "...directly provide

services and are concerned with all aspects of their client's physical and social

ll

environment, including housing, psychiatric treatment, health care, benefit entitlements,

transportation, fàmilies and social networks" (p.3).

A review of the case managernent literature suggests that while thele has been a

great deal of research the quality is poor in that " the study population and treatment and

control or comparison conditions are often poorly characterised, making it impossible to

know what has been compared with what for whom, and of unrealistically short duration

given the lifelon-e nature of severe mental illness."(Holloway & Carson,200l, p.5).

What has been found is that case management results in better follow-up for the system



users, and that this rnay increase the utilization of other services that are supportive.

There seem to be mixed reviews of the efficacy of case management models. In

Sullivan's (1994) sfidy 677o of the participants identified community support services

and case nanagement as a factor of success in theil recovery. In Smith's (2000) study

the participants:

ofien surrounded themselves with supportive people, who nrany times helped their

recovery. These slìppol'tive people inch-rded û-iends, colleagues, family members,

clergy, caseworkers, psychiatrists, group home members, and any others who

could support their recovery (p. 5).

The topic of effective case management is an area for fr-rrther research.

" Assertive Community Tleatment (ACT)

Another model that is considered a dominant paradigm in the literature is

Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) (Mueser et al., 1998). ACT is premised on the

needs of frequent users of mental health services that must be met if they are to be

maintained in a community setting. ACT is delivered by a multi-disciplinary team, where

each team member knows the clients and operates on a twenty-four hour schedule to

manage clients' crises. The support offered is vast and includes daily and community

living skills. The contact with each client on a team caseload is fiequent. The

t2

intervention is seen as assertive as "a-egressive atteurpts are made to keep the client in the

program" (Holloway & Carson,2001, p.4). In terms of cost effectiveness Assertive

Community Treatment (ACT) on the surface appears cost efficient however, in reality it

is an expensive, highly specialized intervention. Given the high cost of this intervention
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it will only be effective in reclucing expenses by keeping people out of institutions if it is

-eiven to the very seriously mentally ill (Holloway & Carson, 2001).

. Rehabilitation Model

A final model is the rehabilitation model (Anthony et al., 1988). This model

emphasizes the importance of client directed care, ernd is the clominant moclel in the

recovery literature. Recovery is not a new concept when looking at physical illnesses. In

the field of addictions, as thinking has evolved from the belief that addictions stem from

personal faults to a disease based model, recovel'y has been re-conceptltalized to

encompass the possibility of learning to live without substances (Jacobson & Curtis,

2000). Recovery in the psychiatric literature is a relatively new concept (Anthony, 1993;

Anthony, 2000; Spaniol, l99l). Historically mental illness was seen zrs resuliing fiom

sins and mental health services were punitive in practice, based on the belief that people

with seve¡e mental illnesses did not recover and that the course of their illness was

essentially deteriorative (Anthony, 2000). This belief can be demonstrated through the

documentation of the history of people with severe mental illnesses where "...from the

Middle Ages to the beginning of the l gtl' century they were treated as sideshow freaks

during their confinement in jails, poor houses, and alms houses through the early days of

the asylum " (Davidson et al., 2001, p.2). Many would like to think that this era canre to

an end through the deinstitutionalization that occurred in the 1960s throngh the 1970s.

However, Davidson et al. (2001) argue in their article titled, Sinryl¡, to be let in: Inclttsion

as a basisJ'or recover)t, that we continue to oppress people with mental illnesses by

providing community based group homes or suppofied living programs that are not really

a part of the broader culture of the community. The tr-rrning point for recovery as a

concept in the fielcl of mental health seems to be linkecl to the de-institutionalization
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movement, which spannecl the 1960s to 70s (Anthony, 1993). At this time selvice

ploviders were faced with the fact that the people being discharged to the community

wanted more than jr-rst lelief from the symptoms of the illness, forexample wishing to be

ernployed. have educational successes, and engage in meaningful relationships. Thus the

concept of'recovery and lehabilitatìon in the area of psychiatric illnesses was articulated.

Definitiorts of Recovery: The Experts

The concept of recovery in the literature has stemmed from two solìrces: the

grassroots movement (those who have been living with mental illness's, the experts) and

the professionals involved in mental health service provision (Jacobson & Cilrtis, 2000).

Some of the original writings on the recovery process were personal narratives of

consunrer-survivors (Anonymous, 1989; Deegan, 1988; Houghton, 1982;Leete, 1989).

People wìth mental illnesses ref'er to recovery as the lived experience of persons as they

accept and overcome the challenges of the illness. Recovery has both political and

personal implications (Deegan, 1988; Jacobson & Cuflis, 2000). Their personal

narr¿rtives offer much insight for service providers about what is important for recovery.

For example Deegan (1996) suggests:

The goal of recovery is not to get mainstreamed. We don't want to be

mainstreamed. We say let the mainstream become a wide stream that has room

for us all and leaves no one str anded on the fringes. . . .The goal is to embrace our

human vocation of becoming more deeply, more fulìy human...The goal is to

become the unique, awesome, never to be repeated human being that we are called

to be (p. 75).

Esso Leete (1989) adds, "We do not choose to be ill, but we can choose to deal with it



and learn to live with it" (p. 103). Persistence is a stren,eth f or many people with mental

illness and is something that can keep thern on the journey of recovery despite setbacks.

This view is illLrstrated in the following quote from Robert Fortner (1988):

Although I experienced setbacks and dead ends in mental treâtment and in life

itself, I have never been a quitter. Luckily I picked mysell'up and kept slugging

away ¿ìt lilè enough to find a place and a prlrpose for rnyself in society (p. I l8).

The Professionals

Profèssionals' clefinition of lecovery tends to refer to functional ability and the

maintenance of this ability in one or rrìore of the majol life domains (Anthony, 1993;

Jacobson & Curtis, 2000). Prof'essionals who are writing about the topic of recovery are

seldom doing so withor-rt the input of the people who access services or people with

whom they have workecl. Some researchers are attemptin-q to formulate a quantifiable

definition of recovery in ordel' to assess recovery. Other researchers are using the

accounts of the people with a mental illness to define what recovery has been like for

them. Many of the authors agree that recovery is a unique process involving many

changes including attitudes, values, fèelin,es, goals, skills ancl roles (Bullock, Ensing,

Alloy & Wecldle, 2000). There is recognition ìn the fìeld that "[s]evere psychiatric

disorder has been found not to be a unitary, line¿rr, unfolding process, but one that ebbs

and flows at different rates ¿ìcross diffèrent areas of functioning" (Harding,Zubtn &,

Strauss, 1992,p.51). Recovely is a time-consuming, conplex process that involves

developing new meanings ancl purposes in one's life (Davidson & Strauss, 1992;Deegan,

1988). Pettie & Triolo (1999) slrggest that "[t]he recovery process is a deeply personal

process that includes two key developmental tasks: the strLrggle for meaning and the re-

constructions of a positive identity" (p. 1). There are many aspects that affect one's

15
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recovery and there is evidence in the literature of services that have been identified in the

jonrney of recovery. Sullivan's research findings (1994) st¿rte that in a research sarnple

size of forty-six the following factors were associatecl with success ancl recovery:

medication, conmunity support service/case management, seìf-will, self rnonitoring.

vocational activity, spirituality, knowledge about the illness, acceptance of the illness,

mutual aid groups/supportive friends, and significant others (p. l6).

The idea of recovery as a possibility is based on several factors. Survivors

suggest that it is possible to live a fulfilling life with a severe mental illness. Deegan

(1997) states that recovery does not mean there is a cure; but rather an attitr-rde, a stance,

and a way of approaching everyday challenges. Thele is no suggestion that the snrvivor

never experiences a fiture hospitalization, but rather the survivor embarks on a journey of

recovery including rediscovering who they are and all that they are capable of in spite of

the cliagnosis. Research to date has indicated that, this journey while unique among

people in recovery, there ale some common experiences that support recovery including

formal and infbrmal supports.

Forntal and Informal Supports

Research in the area of recovery and mental illness has identified several

fàctol's that both formally and informally support recovery. Professionals in the field of

mental health seem to believe that by providing services the course of the illness may be

changed. A one-year naturalistic study with 35 clients of a rehabilitation progran was

conducted and snmmarized by van Busschbach and Wiersma (2002). Naturalistic studies

are often designed to observe and record behaviours over a prolonged period of time with

as little interference as possible to those being studied. The aim of van Br-lsschbach and

Wiersma (2002) study was to assess goal attainment in the areas of work, daily activities,
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education, housing, social contacts and self--realization. The goals were discussed

between the clients and their counselol and thele were contacts between the counselor

ancl client over ¿ì year period. Afier a year the overall number of unmet needs decreased

in several of the aforementioned areas. Knowing that mole is needed than simply

symptom relief, it is the job of the service providers to facilitate recovery by offering

services that support consumers in their recovery. In a qualitative anzrlysis of persons

Iiving with persistent and severe psychiatric clisabilities, Smith (2000) fbund some

common elements that helped consLìme[s stay on the recovery course. These included:

the right medication; a group of supportive people; meaningful activities; a sense of

control and independence; stl'ong determination; and a positive outlook on the present and

future. Sullivan (1994) conducted ethnographic research on the process ofrecovery and

fbuncl eight factors that were associated with success. They inclLrcled: medication, self-

will and self-monitoring, community sr"rpport ancl mental health services, vocational

activity, spiritLrality, mutual aid groups and supportive friends, significant others, and

knowledge ancl acceptance of the illness. Consumel'-survivor narratives have also offered

many thoughts on recovery, which have included, "hope, good treatment, social support,

coping/relapse m¿ìnagement/self-care skills, therapy, satisfying and meaningful work,

connections with others, and spiritual connections" (Marsh,2000, p. l45l). While the

journey ofrecovery is a unique one, the research that has been done thus far indicates that

there are sonre supports that are identified as helpf ul on the journey of recovery.

Shortcotnings in the Literature

The studies on the concept of recovery and mental illness, to date, have been

predominantly qualitative in nature using several approaches. Some have included

personal narrative accolìnts of people with mental illnesses (Anonymous, 1990; Deegan,
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1996;1988; Houghton,1982, Leete, 1989; Payne, 1992; Weingarten, 1989), qualitative

interviews (Barker, Lavender & Morant, 2001; Borkin, 2000; Marsh, 2000; Ridgway,

2001; Smith, 2000), and longitudinal str-rdies of recovery (Sr"rllivan, 1994). Personal

narratives provide expert knowledge around individual experiences, however, a limitation

of these may be that the people offering their experience are community leaders, and do

not speak about the recovery of those who have limited involvement in self-help, or

support service networks. The research on stories of lecovery uses small sample sizes,

and the participants are a relatively homogenous predominantly Caucasian group, which

limits generalizability to other racial or ethnic groups. There seems to be very little

information in the literature about people with severe mental illnesses who do not use

self-help networks or community agencies. It seems that this population is difficLllt to

access, and therefore recoveries that are studied are atypical and are those of

extraordinaly people (Lefley, 1994).

Rehabilitation Model

It was once thought that people with severe mental illness did not recover, and

that the course of their illness was essentially deteriorative, but longitudinal research in

the field has suggested otherwise (Carpenter,2002; Jacobson & Curtis, 2000; Harding,

1994; Strauss, Hafez, Lieberman & Harding, 1985). The World Health Organization

(WHO) in the 1980's classifìcation of 'disease'provided the conceptual framework for

describing the impact of severe mental illness (Anthony, 1993). At this time

"...proponents of psychiatric rehabilitation emphasized that mental illness not only causes

mental impairments or symptoms but also causes the person significant functional

limitations, disabilities, and handicaps" (Anthony, 1993, p.2). WHO had already

developed a model of illness that inclr"rcled the illness itself as well as the consequences of
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the illness. Out of this stemmed the rehabilitation model. Rehabilitation can include

several cliffèrent interventions that include: social skills training, psychosocial

rehabilitation centres, family education, case n-ìanagerrìent, behavioural interventions,

vocationai rehabilitation, cognitive remediation, and individual and gror:p counselling.

Essentially the goals of rehabilitative services are to "minirnize the disabling effects of

mental illness and promote the highest possible level of role functioning for the

consumel's" (Corry & Jewell, 200I, p.10).

Social Support

The concept of self-help is of reÌevance to recovery and is identified by consumers

as supporting recovery. Gartner & Riessman (1982) srìggest that self-help groups provide

a range of services. They have been defined as:

vollrntary small group structures for mutual aid in the accomplishment of a

specific purpose. They are usually formed by peers who have come together for

mutual assistance in satisfying a common need, overcoming a common handicap

or life disrupting problem, and bringing about desired social and/o¡ personal

change (Katz & Bender cited in Gartner & Riessman,1982, pp. 390-391).

Social support is having meaningful relationships with peers and family. When expel'ts

attended self-help groups they began to connect with people who they could relate to.

The development of social support supports recovery and is seen as preventative in

nature. Gartner & Riessman (1982) suggest if we can decrease stress and consumer

vulnerabilities and/or increase social sLìpports, consumer coping strategies and ability to

engage supports when needed there will be a decre¿rse in relapse. A qualitative study by

Kurtz & Chambon (1987) surveyed 120 psychiatric social workers about their use of,
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attitucles toward ancl experience with, self'-help groLrps. Their study showed that mental

health social workers are less inclinecl to refer to mental-health self-help groups than to

well known groups like Alcoholics Anonyn-ìous. Service providers becoming aware of

and able to refer to self-help groups is important in ploviding clients with all possible

options. In Sullìvan's (199a) study, it was found that33Vo of 46 people interviewed

identified mutual aid groups as a factor associated with success. In personal accounts of

people living with mental illnesses it was evident that while the social sLìpport of family

and friends is important, often a new kind of family is created with others who are living

with mental illness. Self-help groups provide practical information, insight, support and a

way to come to terms with the illness (Leete, 1997). Self-help groups also provide hope.

As Deegan (1991) suggests, "[d]uring the dark night of anguish and despair when

inclividuals live without hope, the presence of other persons in recovery can challenge that

despair through example" (p 97). Self-help groups offer consumers the support and

personal wisdom from each person's story of recovery.

To summarize,the litelature on recovery and mental illness is in its beginning

stages. The voices of consumers have shaped the movement that has led to a recovery-

based model of intervention with many rehabilitative supports. The pulpose of my

research was to add to and fr-rrther highlight the importance of a service system that

efficiently meets the needs of the population it is designecl to help. Through the voices of

these experts I hope that service providers can provide improved services to this

community.



This statement of researcher biases, r'alLres, and beliefi facilitates credibility in

this research. Having worked in the field of mental health fbr several years I believe that

support services can facilitate recovery. I also believe in a client-centred, strengths-based

approach in working with people, so this narrative approach whereby the interviewee is

the expert fits with my approach to practice. I have learned many lessons from clients

and have been faced with many challenges in discussion with colleagues around the need

fbr practitioners to embrace differences versus a limited definition of "normal". The

belief that we as a commr"rnity neecl to becorne more accepting of diversity and the beauty

in this was highlighted in my work in an ¿rcute psychiatric setting.

In a practicum setting as a social worker in training, I had the privilege of

meeting a man who was brought into a psychiatric hospital due to the community's

response to symptoms of bipolar disorder. Conversations with him and others on the

admitting ward of this psychiatric institution infbrmed my beliefs and values in the area

of mental illness and recovery. As this particr-rlar man began to stabilize he shared with

me his experience of the impact of psychotropic medications, symptoms of the bipolar

disordet', his experience of the illness and ìosses that were the result of the interaction

between the illness and his community and 1'amily. Here sat a man whose life had been

forever changed as a result of the illness and what he wanted most fiom the people around

him was acceptance and understanding. What he often experienced instead was alarm

and fear when the symptoms of bipolar emer-9ed which happened as he made changes to

the medication regime.

Chapter Three

Methodology

2t
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I think this was the beginning of a long-standing interest in recovery, mental

illness and what the community can do to support those affècted by a mental illness. As a

social worker I believe it is or-rr collective responsibility to work togethel with the experts

in an el'fort to raise awaleness about mental illness so communities can begin to embrace

the diversity of the people within them. In this research there is no one leality. t'rr-rt rather

a mosaic of experiences as the experts can help us understand what can shape the process

of recovery. "Qualitative researchers believe that reality is constructed fi'olr human

perspectives, shared (social) and individual intel'actions and meanin-9s o1 given situations

and phenomena" (Cutcliffe, 2000, p.5). The research is qualitative in nature; therefbre

my interaction in the interviews will play a part in how the interviewees responcl.

Through the role of researcher as Molse (1992) states my life will be "enriclied as

participants share theil stories, their suffering, and their lives" (p. xi)

The main research questions are as follows:

o How do consumers define recovery/supports/barriers?

Do consumers' recovery experiences shift as illness severity changes?

What paths does recovery take?

What are the formal supports and informal supports that consumers identify as

facilitating lecovery?

ø What have been the positive aspects and negative aspects of formal ancl infonnal

supports?

What have been the baniers to recovery?



Research Desigrt

The syrnbolic interaction tradition and its influence on groundecl theory research

fits well with stLrdying human behaviour:

Symbolic interactionism is concerned with the meanings of events to people and

the symbols they use [o convey those meanings...syrnbolic interactionism focuses

on the inner or 'experiential' aspects of human behaviour, or how people define

events and reality and how they act accorcling to their beliefs...In other words

social interactionism holds that people are in a continllal process of interpretation

and definition as they move from one situation to another (Eaves,200l,p.4).

This tradition seems to parallel m¿ìny of the researchers in mental health rehabilitation

and recovery that state recovery is a unique ancl personal process (Anthony, 1993;Deegan

1988; Pettìe&Triolo, 1999). Icontendthatduetothenatureandpremisesof symbolic

interactionism, its focus on process and change, using a grounded theory approach

worked well in captr,rring the experts' Lecovery and their interaction with a system that

may or may not have lent itself to slìpporting their journey. It blended nicely with the

idea that human beings will act differently towards things based on the meanings those

things have fbr them. In my study, the way consumers interacted with service systems

and informal supports were based on the knowledge of what worked best fbr them in

slìpporting their recovery. Also, the interaction with fonnal and informal supports and

the meaning of this interaction arose out of the interaction that occurs between the

consLìmer and service providers, or other consumers. Lastly, the meanings the supports

had fbr the consumer are changed through a process of experience the consumer had in

dealin-q with the services they have used. Based on all of these prernises, being able to

23
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identify what has been helpful in facilitating recovery will help other consumers and their

service providers.

This research usecì many of the principles of groundeci theory, as described by

Strauss & Corbin (1998). Grounded theory is a good fit for a qualitative research

approach for several reasons. Grounded theory takes its conceptual orientation from

symbolic interactionism (Priest, Roberts & Woods, 2002). Charmaz (2006) states

symbolic interactionism "assLìmes that interaction is inherently dynamic and interpretive

and addresses how people create, enact, and change meanings and actions (p. 7)".

Consumers are interacting with an informal or formal system ancl this interaction is done

in a purposeful way to support their recovery (Priest, Roberts & Woods, 2002; Straus &

Corbin, 1994). In Straus & Corbin's (1994) rese¿uch with people with mental illnesses

who were identifiecÌ as in recovery, they "persistently described the role they took in

affecting the course of their disorder both di¡ectly and throu-eh influencing their

environment" fitting well with the principles of symbolic intel'actionism. To further

define the purpose of a grounded theory approach I have atternpted to discover a theory

about the phenomena of recovery by identifying the formal and ìnformal supports

consumers engage in response to their diagnosis and recovery (Creswell, 1998).

This research explored how formal supports, such ¿rs case management, vocational

rehabilitation and/or a positive relationship with a medical practitioner and informal

supports such as churches, self-help groups and signifìcant others were helpful in further

enhancing recovery in the lives of people diagnosed with persistent mental illnesses. The

assumption was that by highlighting what worked for consumers a theory might have

been generated about how sr"rppoft systems can better meet the needs of the consumer

community. In addition to gaining ¿r better understanding of the complexities of rccovery
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and what facilitates recovery this expert wisdom may shed light on the recovery of other

people diagnosed with a mental illness. Through the experiences of those with a severe

mental illness the system can be improved Lìpon, and gaps can be identifiecl that can have

vast implications f or the mental health system at all levels.

Satnple definition and recruitment

Sampling lor the plìrposes of this research was both purposive ancl theoretical. As

it was necessary for "concepts and categories to emerge during the data anzrlysis, the neecl

foi sarnpling of specific data sources continues until each category is s¿tturated"

(Cutcliffe, 2000, p.2). Participants were initially obtained through a psychiatrist's

practice where potential candidates were given the researcher's brochure (see Appendix

D) and poster' (Appendix E) then through self selection the participant chose to make

contact with the researcher. A psychiatrist practicing in an urban centre provided the

research information to appropriate patients. The psychiatrist had an active caseload of

roughly 30 patients. The criteria that needed to be met followed Sullivan's criteria (1991)

and included the following stipulations:

o ,A person who had been diagnosed with a severe ancl persistent mental

illness including schizophrenia, bipolar-disorder, or depression,

o I person who had not been hospitalized for psychiatric reasons in the past

iwo years;

o I person who lived at least semi-independently; and

o { person who identified himself or herself as in recovery.

A snowball sample began as the initial participants identified others who were

interested in participating in the research who were known through different consumer
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based orgatnizations. As categories ernergecl in the data from the initial interviews the

sarnpling shifìed to saturate the categories identified (Strairss & Corbin, 1998). In this

way I was pluposefirl in sampling. I sought a sample of individuals who had experienced

a pelsistent mental illness, and knowledge abor-rt the iormal and informal supports that

had helped them in the process o1'recovery (Cutcliffe, 2000). There is discussion in the

literature about the f irst interviewee being called the 'gatekeeper'. It is suggested that

selecting carefully the ijrst and seconcl interviewees can affect the fullness of the data

(Hutchinson, 1993). Lincoln and Guba ( 1985) sLrggest that initially any sample will be as

good as any other. I believed that in seeking to interview participants who had some

connection to psychiatry I would have participants who had personal experiences with

mental illness ancl recovery, as well as some experience of informal and formal support

systems.

Sarnpling was also purposeful as I was exploring the experiences of the

persistently mentally ill and their perspectives on what sltpports had facilitated their

recovery. Theref'ore I looked to interview people who had a diagnosis of schizophrenia,

bipolar disorder, or severe depression and who considered themselves in recovery. The

consumer hacl some contact with the ref-erring psychiatrist or a previously intelviewed

expert in order to be referrecl to the researcher creating a snowball sample.

Recruitment f'or experts was initially done through cliscussions with the referring

psychiatrist. Ethno-culturally I had expected the majority of experts to be Caucasian,

however there was no exclusion of experts based on race, culture, or age. At the

conclusion of the interview I ofTered a twenty doìlar honorarium for participants to

honour their time and participation. I aimed for saturation in the research and conducted

interviews with new participants until no new categories of information emerged.



Measures

The interviews were semi-structured in nature and covered the experts personal

accounts of the following: diagnosis ancl initial response to it: pl.ralrnacological

intet'ventions, il followed; number of admissions to acute care settings directly related to

mental illness and date of the most recent admission; personal definitions of recovery ernd

views on what they were lecovering flom (i.e. stigma, institutional exper-iences etc.); what

course their recovery had taken; what formal services hacl been used and thought to have

been helpful or unhelpful in their recovery; what made the fornral services helpfr-rl or

unhelpful; what informal supports had been helpful or r-rnhelpful in their recovery and

why, whether there were suppolts identified that wonlcl assist in recovery; what supports

were needed, but not received; and, what barriers there h¿id been to recovery (see

Appendix F). Participants were also asked if they would consent to participate in a focus

group (Appendix C) as a way of validating the research findings.

Data Collectiott

The interviews were semi- structured ancl led by the researcher. Consents were

signed at the onset of the interview after reviewing the limits of confidentiality (see

Appendix B). In the write up of this research I gave the experts pseudonyms to protect

their privacy. The interview took the shape of a conversation about the expelts' personal

journey from diagnosis to recovery ancl rehabilitation. The interviews were held at a

location the expert selected. Sessions were audio taped with permission. The length of

the interviews varied; however, similar research had involved interviews that lasted 60-90

minutes (Smith, 2000). Data were transcribed verbatim upon completion of each

interview, and preliminary analysis occurred before the next interview. A method of

constant compar ative anzrlysis was thus employed. At the end of each interview the

/l



transcript was plepared

acljustments to be made

the experts.

Analysís

and compared with the previous data. This allowed for any

(1998) whereby there were three phases of coding, which are referred to as open coding,

in the interview questions to further explore areas identified by

The plan fol final analysis followed the model outlined by Strar-rss and Corbin

axial coding and selective coding. In the open coding stage the researcher went through

the transcript line by line and conducted in vivo coding. The ain.l was to examine the

discrete parts for differences and similarities (Creswell, 1998; Priest, Roberts & Wood,

2002). Some examples of open coding from the interview transcriptions are below, the

lefi hancl column is the text from the interview and the right hand column is identifying

words fl'om the text:

I: How important is the diagnosis in your life?
Karen: Well I didn't know I had mental illness
until, when was it? When we came here in
1982. That's the first time I realized I had mental
problems. I had a breakdown in 1961 at work.
Then plus our move, when we were in [country]
it was sort of a bungled up move. I found my ex, you
know like common sense is important to me. He sort of
lacked wisdom. This sort of bunglecl up move just too
nany moves over there. If we'd gotten settled
right, like soon you know, but there was just too many
moves. Yeah and it was very stressful so I was doing a lot
of swearing and yelling which I normally don't do.
You know then you wonder if the neighbours hear you
and you feel like an idiot for that too, so yeah you just
fèel alone.
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Nancy: I had been trying
and, years and, years, but
about my symptoms.

Important diagnosis life?
didn't know had
until came here
1982 first time realized
breakdown '67 work
plus move [country]
bungled up move ex

common sense important
he lacked wisdom bungled up
many moves over there
too many
moves stressful doing alot
swearing yelling don't
wonder neighbor"rrs hear
feel like idiot for that
feel alone

trying get help years
years wasn't up front
about symptoms

didn't want diagnosed
I: Ok
Nancy: I didn't want to be diagnosed like that

to get help for years
I wasn't being up front

but



you know for a while there I thought I was seeing
ghosts walking around. Then they tolcl me no
this isn't really happenin_q and put me on
medication and I was in the hospital fbr like eight
weeks. My psychiatrist had alreacly started me on
medications and then I endecl r"rp in hospital. So
its not been totally controlled but it's enor-rgh that
I don't have to go into the hospital.

I: So when yor-r think about getting better what or
who was helpfil in supporting you?
Sara: I think the first person that I connected with
was my sister-in-law she's a social worker at

[hospital]. I was kind of saying this is where I am saying this where am
at help, I don't like this. This is scaring me. You know help don't like scaring me
I have two children that are counting on me ancl I'm
on my own. Why am I feeling this way?
You know I was on medication and still wasn't
feeling any better. So she was talking to some
of her other colleagues and so I went to their
outpatient groups. There was a depression and an

anxiety group that I took at the hospital. I
found that, that was my first groltp; I found I was
scared.
I: Oh yeah?
Sara: Very scared. Yeah but when I was in the group
I was hearing everyone else feeling the same way.
It was kind of like oh, ok I am normal. So I had
thought I had lost my mind before that. When I
isolated myself I didn't talk that much to people
you know I did my own thing.
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for while thought seeing
ghosts arouncl they told no
isn't happening put on
medication hospital eight
weeks psychiatrist started on
medications ended in hospital
not total.ly controlled enough
don't go into hospital

think getting better what
who helpful supporting?
first person connected
sister-in-law social worker

After pLrlling bits of the conversation out and having constantly compared the various

concepts that emerged from the data the concepts were then put into groups that were

similar or related. In the section of data fì-om my conversation with Kate the following

were some of the concepts that were grouped:

two children counting on me
on own why feeling this way
on medication wasn't
feeling better she talking to
colleagues went to their
out patient gIolìps depression
anxiety took at hospital
found first group was

scared

scared br-rt in-group
hearing everyone feel same
like ok I normal had
thought lost mind before
isolated didn't talk to people
did own thing

Group l: prayers, bible studies, worship, Hail Mary's, prayer grollps

Group 2: isolation, meaningful connections, sister, friends, parents, counsellor

Group 3: emergency psychiatrist, Iagency], general practitioner, shelter, community

centre, community program



Group 4: colitis, worry about heart, wondering if pancreatitis, memory starting to 
-qo,

hard to concentrate, panic attacks, numb limbs

With Sara the following were some of the concepts grouped:

Gror-rp 1: close-knit, relieved, nobody knew what wrong, sLrpportive, tend not to want to

hear bad things, family pick up on symptoms, rnake sure taken ca¡e of

Group 2: supports no problem once wanted, psychiatry got lucky, independent housing.

getting out bus helps, grollps, case manager, day plogram, supported housing, admissions,

in and out since l3,last visit'90, trying get help f'or years, wasn't up front abourt

symptoms, didn't want diagnosis

Group 3: halidol, celezene, ct dmgs, tranqulizers, anti-psychotics, zyprexa, olanzapene,

dead eyes, hair loss, zombie

After the concepts wel'e prìt into groups that were similar axial coding commenced.

At the stage of axial coding I looked at the groups or categories that could be

derived from open coding results and determinecl the possibility of new connections being

made. The difference between the open and axial coding stages is described by Strauss

and Corbin (1998) as being in the identification of things that might give rise to the

phenomenon. During this phase of data analysis the following were some of the

c¿ìtegories that emerged from the clata: informal sltpports, fbrmal supports,

faith/spirituality, volunteering/ernployment, symptom man¿ìgement, losses, life stressors,

needs/wants, recovering, other health issues, right diagnosis, stigma, barriers, suicidal

ideation, trauma. Also the context in which the phenomenon occut's, what conditions

were present when the phenomenon is occurring and what actions and consequences

arose as a result of the phenomenon were emphasized. Patterns emerged from this phase

of coding which made it possible to make some tentative hypotheses of relationships

30
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relative to the phenomenon. At this point when looking at the v¿rrious broader categories

in the data I had begr:n to distinguish between pre and post diagnosis. It seemed to me

th¿tt there were distinctions being made by the experts in their life experiences. These

includecl ple-diagnosis which was a time where they felt different than others and were

fighting synlptoms. Dr,rring this time there were, fbr some, multiple hospitalizations.

Many identified isolation and marginalization from their families, peers and colleagues.

The data showed that at some point in the experts' life a shift to acknowleclging

sornething lvas wrong and the subsequent search for change began. In the data there were

evidence of similar experiences in getting better. The experts also had identified some

key people involved both fblmally and informally that assisted in their journeys. This

supported the hypotheses that experiences they had had supported recovery and that the

experts had interacted with different systems in an effort to recover. The next step

became verifying the patterns against the remaining data collectecl and either finding

support for the hypothesis or contradictions in the data.

The final level of coding is selective coding. At this stage I identified one or two

categolies to which the sub-categories related. The goal of the research was to begin to

develop a framework of a grounded theory. At this stage of coding I came to identify two

joulneys from the data, the journey to diagnosis and the journey of recovery. The themes

suggested a reflection by the expert on coming to terms with differences in mood and

behaviour. Once the experts identified these issues with mood and behaviour they sought

help from professionals to understand what was going on. In order to do this the experts

had to be able to be open about their symptoms. There were experiences that were shared

by the experts up to the point of an accurate diagnosis. The second category was that of

recovery and what the experts had done to make this a reality. This was reflective of the
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Iiterature on synrbolic interactionism as outlined previously, whereby the experts began to

interact with systerns in a pLrrposefr"rl way. In doing this the data suggested that there

were comrnon experiences that lead to a reduction of symptoms. This is identified in the

literature as the -qreatest challenge ¿rs rese¿rrchers often focus only on thematic findings as

opposed to formulating a conceptual theory about the phenomenon.

Ethical Issues

In preparing to do this research consent wzrs sought, and given (see Appendix A)

by the University of Manitob¿r's Research Ethics Board. This research involved

interviewing people with persistent mental illnesses who may have been vulnerable. It

was tholrght that by the selection criteria vulnerabilities would have been controlled for in

that the experts wor:ld not have had a hospitalization, for psychiatric reasons in the

previous two yeals and so would have achieved some stability. As Ihad worked in the

mental health field for 6 years and had experience working with this population, my

experience enablecl me to be aware of emotional reactions to topics discussed within this

research. This allowed me to be sensitive to difficulties in pursuing a particr-rlar line of

questioning firrther, or take a break from the topic until the expert was ready to cliscuss it

further. It was possible that experts could have experienced some emotional reaction as a

result of the interview. At the conclusion of the interview experts were asked how they

were feeling as a check-in. I provided a handor:t that listed the phone numbers of local

crisis services that cor"rld support experts if they need fur-ther debriefing after the

interview.

I had consent forms signed (see Appendices B & C) by the expert which outlined

the research project, how information was to be stored, and stated that identifying



infbrmation will be changed to protect confidentiality. Information w¿rs stored in a

locked cabinet and was to be destroyed one year afìer the study had been completed

-)J



The following is a list of clemographic information about the experts who

participated in the research:

Seven experts were interviewed

Age range was 27 to 59 years of age

Five female and two male experts

Chapter Four

Results

Three wornen had the same psychiatrist others were involved with other

community psychiatrists

Four reported periods of hospitalization ranging from two to over twenty

admissions, three had never been hospitalized

Four were dia-qnosed with depression, two with bipolar disorder and one with

schizophrenia

All participated in volunteer or paid employment, two were employed full-time

Six lived in municipally subsidized housing

Six were parents, including one step-parent

Three experts were married or living comrnon-law, three were divorced and one

had never married
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t All participants were Caucasian

While the hope was to have a focus group to review the results of the research with the

experts only three were willing to participate. This researcher did not feel that woulcl be

enough fèedback to plìl'sue and so the results of the research were based on the individual

interviews completed with the seven experts. In analysing the data two main c¿ìtegories
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emerged: the journey to diagnosis and the journey to recovery. Within the two journeys

were several sub-categories that highlightecl the experts' experiences along their life

course. The following discussion outlines the journeys ancl the experiences had along the

way.

reported living with symptoms for some time before seeking advice fiom the medical

profession. Varying degrees of reluctance to seek rnedical attention to address their

experience of symptoms were described. Nancy stated she had been, "...constantly

moving and that wasn't any good either cause I was running from myself basically. I

figured, well if I change you know the situations naybe this would go away but of course

it never did. So I just accepted it". Sara stated:

The journey to diagnosis differed for all the experts. Howevel, all experts

Journey to Diagnosis

I just wanted to stay on the couch. I didn't want to move. I didn't want to do

anything. I didn't know where to turn but I think that was my own stuff. It's like

r:ntil you get sick or you get to that point of wanting help you don't know the

services.

When remembering the journey to diagnosis all experts indicated they had issues

with symptoms of the mental illness including depression, suicidal ideation or mania. In

retrospect the experts were able to see the emergence of the illness in the form of

symptoms. The symptoms had been present for some time ancl for each expert the time

between symptoms presenting themselves and seeking rnedical attention varied. Three

experts and their families had acted quickly in getting support, one as a chilcl and two as

symptoms became more obvious to their partners or parents. Five experts challenged the

symptoms into aclulthood and then pursued medical attention and subsequent diagnosis.
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These experts had begun to recognize symptoms becoming more persistent around a

stlessful time or clisis in their life. All the participants at some point along the journey

identified lecovery as possible. When this shift occurred decisions were made that

a1'fected the course of symptoms, the illness and their recovery. Whatever the time frame

from the described onset of symptons to diagnosis and treatment the¡e were se veral

common experiences the experts identified. The following is an effbrt to highlight many

interesting experiences the experts shared about theirjourney to diagnosis.

Losses

Given the early onset of symptoms for many of the experts there had been a

variety of losses experienced along the way. These ranged from the loss of peer

connections, family relationships, job opportunities and normal advancenent through the

educational system. When symptoms became overwhelming there had been an impact

on the sllccess or maintenance of employment and academics for the adolescent and

young adult.

Employment

Nancy stated, "I was sort of hopping fì'om job to job. I mean the symptoms would

show themselves and it would be obvious something was wrong with me and I'd get fired

off jobs ancl I would get too embarrassed and I would just leave". Karen stated that work

expectations had become rnore than she could handle and despite her effort to problem

solve with her employer there was no change in expectations and so "pushin-e my limits

beyond what I could handle" resulted in the prescription of medications and a "crash".

Kate could recall a breakdown that happened in her early adulthood at a job where a peer

had been involved in a "vicious verbal assault". Again later on in Kate's work life, aftel

being diagnosed with depression, the loss of safety at a job was felt where the work
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environment became "sick with stless and stlife and gossip and lies". The statements

above highlight the malginalization in the workforce felt by the experts as a result of the

illness. Employers and colleagues' being reluctant or refusing to support the experts'

success in the workplace was a common experience. What could have been an inclusive

environment became a toxic space that increased stress, and resulted in job losses for five

ol' the experts interviewed.

School Experiences

edr-rcational experiences. As a result of admissions to hospital, an ovel'whelming presence

o1'symptoms, ol changes in medications that made symptom management difficult these

experts movement through the educational system was protracted. Accommodations by

the school were necessal'y as hospitalizations occurred or symptoms of the illness were

overwhelming. These accommodations included; reduction in courses or exemptions

frorn particular subjects.

Three experts spoke about the in-rpact of the illness and symptoms on their

Four experts spoke of not feeling particularly connected to their peers throughout

aclolescence and young adulthood. Jacob referred to himself as a "loner" who didn't have

n'ì¿ìny friends and could recall as a young adult having "...contemplated suicide...I had

everything reacly but then I just didn't go through with it". Nancy indicated, "People

were scalecl of me. They would call ne schizo". At a time in life when peer

connectedness was very important the experience of the four experts indicated that being

marginalized by peers had begun in high school. The experience of these four suggested

that having a grolrp of good friends throughout high school had not been their experience.

Rather they described having no or few meaningful connections leaving them to feel

clisconnected and different.
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Farnily relations were ¿rnothel'loss experienced by all of the experts. Whether it

had been immecliate family or spousül relationships many reported an estlangement from

family before diagnosis or treatment when symptoms had becorne more obvious to family

members. Jacob had been "ridiculed'' by his father. Nancy recalled the feeling that her

family "had washecl their hands of me". Four experts lost marriages and some lost

lelationships with their children. Kate stated that prior to diagnosis ancl when her

experience of symptoms had been acute she experienced significant losses; "I was in the

hospital for a couple of weeks. I lost n-ry man'iage and my home, I lost both at the same

time".

These narratives supported the reality of multiple losses in the lives of the experts-

Loss of consistent and meaningful relationships, jobs, altered educational experiences,

and the losses of familial connections were a common palt of the journey to diagnosis. It

is easy to imagine how difïcult lifè could be when you are feeling isolated from all the

things that culturally we identify as meaningful and the very things that give us a pulpose

in our lives.
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Symptom Histories

Another sub-category that emerged in interviewing the experts was that of their

experiences of symptoms. All experts spoke of their history with symptoms. Along the

journey to diagnosis they began to identify what they experienced was not what everyone

around them experienced. A shared experience among all experts was the realization that

something was going on with them before they identified with an actual diagnosis. For

Kate symptoms of schizophrenia presented themselves in the form of auditory and visual

hallucinations. She stated: "I had been trying to get help for years and years but I wasn't
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being up front about my symptoms. I didn't want to be diagnosed. For a while I thought

I was seeing ghosts walking arolrnd". For Karen bipolar symptoms presented themselves

in the form of changes in mood that were abrupt, and an energy that interrupted sleep at

one time for a period of five weeks. She stated: "I was scarin,e myself. I was scaring my

family because when I was trying to say stuff, I was talking so rapidly I was scaling my

family". Depressive symptoms manifested themselves as suiciclal ideation, isolation,

crying, and sleeping. Kate stated, " I went up to my room and cried for thlee days".

Anne had fleeting thoughts of suicide ancl stated, "There are days where I find mysclf

thinking about driving my car off the load. It's not like there is any one thing going on; it

is just the depression that is always there".

Contact with the Medical Profession

Along the journey to diagnosis four experts experienced hospitalizations as a

result of some of the above stated symptom histories. Before diagnosis these admissions

were the result of suicidal ideation, symptoms identified as nervous breakdowns or

delusions. Hospital experiences were different amongst the experts. Some reported to

have had positive interactions with hospital staff where others reported negative

experiences in their admission histories. When asked about institutional living Nancy

stated, "People were olìt of control, even stafT. They were belligerent tow¿ìrds me and I

didn't know what was going on. What the hell is going on here, you know? So I did

what I had to do to get out. 'We know how to get out. We know how to go in and we

know how to come olrt". Others had less negative experiences of hospitalizations;

however, it was not a place to which people wanted to l'eturn.

Other issues present through the journey to diagnosis were finding a psychiatrist

that the expert could work with. This proved to be a challenge fbr many who went
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through at least a couple before they found one they connected with and fèlt respected

and heard by. Sorne saw psychiatrists as pill pushers and wanting to dictate what they

should do instead of the more collaborative approach that they were seeking. Jacob gave

some advice to psychiatrists, he stated:

Sit and listen to the person. Just hear what they have to say. Know that, they're

human too; they're a person as well. And don't talk above the person. Like great

big long medical words, keep it simple. I think of that KISS routine; keep it

simple stupid. To a psychiatrist, I'd say, don't be quick to prescribe medication to

the person. Listen to the person. Don't have an assembly line, one person comes

oLìt, in goes to the next person. Give him a, "Here's this paper go get some pills

I'llseeyoulatel,don'tbothermeanymore". Listentotheperson. Listentowhat

the person has to say. Try and associate with them. Tt'y to get down to our level,

instead of up on your high pedestal. Try some other form of intervention first. Or

if a psychiatrist sees that yeah, you should have medication now, for a little bit

then do it. Don't just see the pelson for 5 minutes, give them their prescription

then say, "See you lateL". I certainly believe that a lot of psychiatrists are pill

pushels. They'll give you a pill rather than deal with the problem. I think a lot of

them have the mentality that "If I give this person a pill that it'll go away, the

person will go away and I'll not have to deal with them".

Stressors

Major life stressors were experienced by all of the experts as children or as adults.

In addition to the losses and symptom histories highlighted above, more individual

experiences of life stressors emergecl as the experts' spoke of life pre-diagnosis. It is not

to sug,qest that the experts experienced these stressors more than the general population
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howevet', it is worth noting that, they had life experiences outside the realm of the mental

illness that impacted emotional wellness. The life stressors and tlaumas mentioned in the

interviews were as follows: mr-rltiple moves, childhood trauma and abuse, sexual assault,

children of parents with addictions, death of a loved one, experiencing or witnessing

family violence, and having children with multiple needs. When talking about the life

stressors mentioned above, the experts were able to identify how they shaped their

interactions with service proviclels and acted as triggers to particularly difficult times

managing symptoms. These life experiences and events were woven together in their

narratives and at times became part of the disc-urssions they had with the informal or

formal support systems they accessed. As well there was a link to the difïiculty in

coping with symptoms of their illness at times of acute stress or change.

Summary

The journey to diagnosis was a difÏcult path for many of the experts interviewed.

Not only were they beginning to experience symptoms of a severe and persistent mental

illness that caused them to experience a different path in education and employment but

also the strain of family and peer relationships as they were "different" than the dominant

group. And on top of all the challenges the mental illness played in their lives there were

also other stressors that challenged their managen-ìent of symptoms to varying degrees

along the journey to diagnosis. So as we look at the shift between the journey of

diagnosis to the journey of recovery we will continue to see some common threads for the

experts as they began to redefine their life and take control over the illness.

Journey to Recovery

In looking at what the experts were recovering from three main issues were

cliscussed. These included recovering from the illness itself, the stigma of the diagnosis
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and the side elfects of the psychotropic medications prescribed. Steve had issues with

their teeth and their breakdown as a result of long-term medication use. Nancy stated that

she had to make a decision between symptom management and health issues that

developed as a result of the psychotropic medications used:

Of all the medications, and I have been on so many of them and it has worked the

best so far. It's just that I got diabetes from it [due to weight gain]. I hear they are

sr-ring the company in the States for causing diabetes so I'm figuring that's where I

got it. It's a trade off I mean you have to pltt up with things to get results that you

want, so I'm not suing.

recovering from, "The illness basically I mean I've gotten over everything else it is just a

mattel of getting control of ne". This was echoed by Sara who thoLr-eht the symptoms of

the iìlness that continued to be present in varying degrees were the challenge, "I think the

biggest one that I had to really work over is accepting that these were my challenges.

Learning how to, ok this is how I'm feeling this week, how do I help myselfl'? Karen

stated:

Recovering from the illness is highlighted by Nancy who stated she was

I believe there is some kind of imbalance in my body, in rny mind and that this

medication allows me to stabilize. So that up ancl down, whatever was happening

inside of my body is not happening now. So that, I feel I'm getting stable from

that. I'm healing from the driven-ness, that. Whatever it was, adrenaline

whatever that was in my body is now more balanced.

Stigma was something to recover from as well. Jacob stated, "I think there is a

stigma. Once you're stigmatized with mental illness yeah you know you'l'e never quite
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the same. You know like, I fèel like I am almost better in some ways". The sti_qma was

of being pärt of the marginalized group that were refèrred to as "crazy", "psycho" or

"schiz-o". Four of the experts talked about feeling dif'ferent and that the stigma of being

labelled mentally ill was both good and bad. Experts knew they were different from their

peers befbre diagnosis and then once diagnosed had to work through their own ideas

¿tbout being rnentally ill. This stigma was also something to deal with from the individual

experience. Labels could help with accessing services however, coulcl also be barriers to

developing relationships outside the consumer community. One expert stated they would

like to be more involved in theil community and knew this was beneficial in maintaining

their recovery. Getting involved in volunteering and managing symptoms was a

challenge, as one expert didn't want community members knowing they were managing a

mental illness. So while stigma was not always identified as the issue to recover from it

was thor-rght about as the experts decided how to become involved in the broader

comnunity context.

In the journey to recovery two main categories emerged from the interview data:

supports and symptom management. As the expefis moved from the journey to diagnosis

to that ofrecovery they sought various types of support. In seeking support experts had

expetienced both fbrmal and informal systems that impacted their recovery. Symptom

management were also part of the jor-rrney to recovely. Experts talked about the

importance of collaborative work with psychiatrists, and their own ways to manage

symptoms. Recovery was shaped by many experiences. The experts narratives were rich

with examples that can help the professionals better understand what is identified as

important in achieving recovery.
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Informal Supports

Inf'ormal slrpports are those that are not part of the social service or mental health

systems driven by governments or consLrmer-survivors. The three that were evidenced in

the data were: family, f riends and faith. These suppofts began to be identified in the

journey of recovery as experts began to experience the camaraderie from peer suppolt

groups. The by-product of these sr-rpport -qroLrps and involvement with consumer

agencies were the developnent of fi'iendships and for some the first experience of

meaningful relationships. The involvement in some formal slrppol-t programs, which will

be discussecl below, allowed the experts to be part of a gloup of others with similar

experiences. Through this formal network the experts had contact with people they

would not otherwise have known and friendships were establishecl. A connectedness that

had been missed in their lives was found for f'oul of the experts that had not been

experienced before. They went from feeling dilferent and misunderstood to understood

and similar. What was discussed in the experience of losses in the journey to diagnosis

was found in the journey to recovery.
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This camaraderie developed into some long standing fiiendships and these became

very important relationships in the journey to recovery. Fol example, Nancy shared her

experience of a frienclship that developed through a day program. "Oh, she's great. Oh,

heck we'd got to clrt our tongues out than tell anybody what we've told each other. Oh,

yeah we're really tight. Yeah and I've never had that before". Sara had experienced

something similar:

Actually I have my good fiiend we both got sick at the same tine. She had been

diagnosed with bi-polar so we both went thror-rgh a lot of similar f-eelings. You
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know feeling helpless and stuff. We were both kind of not well so we kincl of

offset one another too. I went over to eat at her place and u,e helped out that way.

I found that that was so huge because I wasn't on my own. You know when my

kids came home from school there was somebody else there to help me get

through the rest of the evening, and the same for her. It always seemed like one

day she'd be stronger and could take over, so like it really helped and we were

both going thlough the same struggles so some days we'd sit down and cry.

Through the informal supports of peers it was evident that the expelts had established

rneaningful relationships with people who they could count on, and confìde in. There was

the feeling that they were in it together.

While some experts found meaningful relationships others continued to struggle.

It wasn't always easy to connect in a meaningful way with people. The f'eeling of having

many acquaintances but no significant friends was expressed. Kate spoke of her

challenge in building significant peer relationships by stating:

I find that the majority of people, 90 Vo of the people, I meet yolr c¿ìn tell you

know; they've made their friends. They have their families and yor,r know hello,

how are you doing, small chat about the weather and that's as far as it is _eoing to

go.

For most, in spite of living in their lespective communities for several years, they

continlred to find making friends a challenge. All of the experts had a small network of

fiiends. Four mentioned they still had the desire to connect with new people. There was

a desire to build their informal networks but they faced difficr-rlties in achieving this.

There was the notion that people the experts came into contact with; who were outside the
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reaction he experienced when connecting with new people:

E,ven to this day when I mention I have a mental illness, I try not to use that word

because people kind of jLrst go "oh" you know. I can see it in the reaction on their

face. I just tell them I have depression/anxiety disorder and if they ask further

questions then I explain. Using the word mental illness for some reason it just

freaks people out. I don't know if their imagining we're crazy or I don't know

why.

Steve felt that in looking for new connections with colleagues at jobs or volunteer

placements there was a sense that new acquaintances were reluctant to enter into

friendships with people who are rnentally ill.

Another inf'ormal support that was identil'ied was that of family. For all experts

once they began the journey of recovery their families were there to support them. Six

experts talked about the lack of sr"rrplise that the family members had around the

diagnosis Karen recalled, "...my mom knew something was up, she wasn't surprised

when the doctor saicl bipolar". Nancy statecl that after a period of estrangement from her

mother once diagnosed, "she came down to lcity] to visit her friend and then we met ancl

talked and she came over to my place and I just told her mom I'm schizophrenic And she

wasn't surprised at all to hear that".
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Another theme was articulated in that once medications were wolking family

members became more involved in the lives of the experts Nancy stated, "I think my

whole family was relieved to finally get me on a medication that worked. Cause they had

washed their hands of me. Then, when I got diagnosed and went on medication, they all

came back together and we've been together ever since". Karen stated, "my sister she
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was kind of glad that we found out what was wron,q you know. Because, lbr her coping

with all the stuff from our childhood was to drink. For rne it was, ok I'm going to clo the

therapy work and then I have this [meclication]".

Community churches or faith practices were also noted as suppoftive for the

experts along their journey to recovery. Kate reported getting a lot of support through the

teachings and daily practice of Catholicism. "I go do the rosary as ofìen as I can at

[churchname]. Theyhaveitat 1l:30am; thatsortof helpsmegetthroughtheday, Ifind

that my prayel's help me get through the day." She went on to further clescribe aspects of

their faith that were valued:

I find with the rosary, it's a help. So if anyone is interested in saying the rosary it

is therapeutic. Also I find bible studies in the home are good. Many years ago I

had bible studies with the Jehovah Witnesses. I know a lot of people kind of look

down on them yor"r know getting their foot in your door like that. But I did enjoy

the bible studies and I learned son-rething fiom them. But I don't agree with all

their teaching br,rt their nice coming to the house as long as they don't pressure

you to change your faith or something. That is the only thing I find a bit wrong

about them they pressure, pressure I don't iike if they pressure people to change

their faith. And I don't agree with all their teachings but I did find the bible

sturdies very therapeutic.

Nancy explained the role of faith in her life:

I believe in God. I'm not really ovelly religious or anything. Actually I was a

Catholic but I stopped doing that, going to Catholic Church. Then I tried the

Christian end of it because my friend she is Christian. She is not a Bible thumper

or anything and, I didn't like the way that was handled either and I just decided to
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believe in God privately. And you say, "I need you God". Yeah I talk to God and

I believe in God. I believe that he pulled me through everything.

Fonnal Supports

How the experts engaged in formal supports varied. All experts were actively

involved in working with a psychiatrist to manage medications. Five experts were also

receiving "talk therapy" by their psychiatrist; others were seeing therapists in their

community for connselling support. As well, all experts maintained a relationship with

their general practitioner and identified them as slrpportive. When exploring how helpful

the formal slrpport of the medical practitioners and hospital systems were in recovery

there had been a variety of experiences.

All experts at the time of participation in the intelview had positive relationships

with their psychiatrists and therapists. Karen stated she had stayed on a "great psychiatric

ward, great staff it's too bad it closecl down. They were really nice you know.

Compassionate and understanding and I've been in quite a few places". She also stated "I

got good help. Like when I fìrst went to [doctor] she was fantastic. She was like right on

the money". Steve stated he had, "good doctors all along. When I was a kid I had the

best and she [doctor] made sure that when I was an adult I got another good one".

There were also different experiences that were not positive with professionals in

the medical or therapeutic profession. There had been experiences with these service

providers that were not supportive. For example, Kate spoke about never being called

back by the therapist after a couple of appointments. She had left a voice message to

book another appointment and their call was never returned, " I don't know br-rt she didn't

answer the call and I thought that really, I thought it was really unprofessional". Another

recounts the following experience:
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I had this psychiatrist who encouraged me to kill myself. I thought is this in my

head? Is this really happening'? Then I talked to somebody else that wasn't, who

dicln't have a mental illness and they hacl hearcl the same story three or four times

before fì'om other people about the same doctor. I laid in rny bed for three days

and nights with a razor blade to my throat. Prayin-e and trying to talk myself out

of it, it was pretty scary.

Social sLìppol't systems like income support programs, community shelters, and

municipal housing authorities had also supported the experts in the provision of financial

support and affordable housing. Nancy had lived in supported housing and roommate

situations shared her thoughts on the importance of subsidized housing. Being in

subsidized housing meant she could manage her own home ancl the stress and instability

of shared homes was eliminated:

Getting in to hoLrsing, because if they are living with somebody that somebody

who has all the control in the world over them and they know it. Personally I've

had control over my own lif-e I don't want somebody saying ok well you are out,

see you. You are out on the street and you don't know where you are going to end

up. Thele is no help in those places. That's not what they need they need their

own housing.

Karen shared the feeling of support thror,rgh aflordable housing, "It was [partner] that said

for housing, "'We're just going to pop into housing". We knew what [friend] was in. So

we just popped in one day and they were like, yor"r should never do this, and if we had

never done it we wouldn't even be in here today". Housing at times brought with it it's

own challenges. Kate spoke of issues with other tenants and of feeling unsafe. Some of
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neighbourhoods.

I was having panic attacks on [street name]. I livecl there and no one bother-ed me

in the builcling. But then soûìeone started telling me there was a lot of crime in

the area and I started having panic attacks so I went to [shelter fol hon-reless].

Financial support through the income supporl programs was another forrnal

support accessecl. Six of the experts received financiaì support through government

programs. It was a very limited income however, given f ive experts were working part-

time it was a necessary slìpport particularly for those experts with young chilciren to

support. Being in receipt of government income me¿ìnt there had to be good budgeting,

and there was not much left over for public transportation passes. Having predictable

financial support reduced stressJor the experts. In trying to manage ment¿rl ilÌnesses five

of the experts could not work full time at the tirne of the interview. Three experts had not

worked full-time in several years, ancl two others had never worked fr-rll-time. These

experts needed income support programs.

There were some challenges in receiving income from these slìpport programs.

Once an expert was approved for income support there were rules to be followed and

limits imposed. There wele limits around how much money could be earned through

employment. As well bus passes were not provided. One expert had to sell their car,

which meant a need to rely on public tr¿ìnsportation. On the income support programs

discussed the experts only received a reimbursement for transportation for professional

appointments. The reimbursement happened after receipts were submitted. Which meant

the expert had to pay first and get money back later. It u,as stated that given the
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importance of community involvement in the recovery process being able to get out of the

house was tl.rought to be important in maintaining wellness. As was highlighted

previously the importance of meaningful relationships and consumer support groups

helped in the journey of recovery. By making getting out of the home a challenge the

system is imposing a barrier to recovery. Being able to visit with friends ancl family,

having face-to-face cont¿ìct becomes a challenge without affordable, accessible

transportation as illirstrated by Kate:

My problem has always been transport. One thing I'd like to see in the mental

health field my need has always been transport. For 34 years I have been trying to

-get home fol birthdays, anniversaries and Christmas and stuff like that and it has

always been a problem.

Nancy talked about the fìnancial barriers imposed by such a limited income and it's

impact on getting out in the community:

Finally getiing a bus pass has that been something that has been long needed.

I was getting tickets, before. Of course I'd run out of money and run out of tickets

and of course run out of avenues to get out of here unless I wanted to walk uptown

or to [store]. But getting the bus pass has been a really good investment because

now I can go out every day. I don't have to worry about transfers. I don't run out

of tickets. I pay the whole thing. Well you can get a bus pass reimbursement if

you have 12 medical appointments in a month. I just started getting it two or three

months ago. Yeah, two or three months ago and I've been out almost every day.

Nancy connected getting out every day with wellness. Her ability to be out in the

community, practicing interaction skills and not isolating, "they need to go places and do

things and keep their minds off themselves. Because when, you know, your at home what
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do yor-r do when you are home? You're thinking right, even when that's on [TV] your

still sitting there thinkin-q about whatever liappened that day".

Quite clearly issues with transportation created a barrier. Isolation from community

activities doesn't work towards supporting the experts engaging in broader community

activities, which have been identified as important to recovery.

Agencies whose manclate is to support adults living with mental illnesses were

also involved in the experts' journey to recovery. Some had regular support through a

case management approach which was seen as helpful and others had been given points

of contact if needed or information on the various groups or activities that were being

offered through these sen,ices. There was also some distinction in terms of level of care

required so once you achieved some stability yon would move to the supports of another

mental health agency. Nancy stated, "if your not in, if your not what's the word? On a

clay-to-day needed help basis now you are not fsupported housing agency] anymore.

They switch you over to [community mental health agency]. You kind of get punished

for doing well that's the way we looked at it".

Three experts had case managers from the local mental health associations. They

would come for home visits as scheduled ancl could be available to advocate for other

services or if a crisis arose. The fbllowing quote highlights Nancy's experience of her

case manager:

Well the one I have now he's great. I mean I can talk to him and I'm afraid of

men cuz I was abused. But when he first came I was leery and I told him, you

know I was raped? And I don't want to be alone with yor"r and then I started

getting used to it, and used to it, and used to it. I staned ü'usting him and now I
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really trust him and he's leaving (laughter). He has a good ear and he's smart, he

helps me see things differently.

As well there were some participation in groups that mental health associations offered

that were seen to be supportive as Sara's quote indicated:

I joined a quilting group. I jr-rst find it's a place to go where you don't have to talk

about the problem. We all know we all have different problems with mental

illness. Everybody is there because something has affected their lifè. But there is

no pressure to sort of; we don't go there to talk. We go there to kind of, even if

you don't want to quilt you can sit and look atamagazine, have tea and a cookie,

you're out. The first two years of that gror-rp I clidn't say boo (lar-rghter). But, as

you know, the facilitator said, "But you're coming. So you're getting out, yolr're

still coming". That's what I talk about it takes me sometimes a while to really

adjust. Especially if there is more, like I can handle maybe two or three other

people but there are some days where it is busy in there and I'm just like whoa.

I'm quiet you know. I think it has been 3 yeetrs now, three years February. Yeah I

love it cuz it's somewhere, like I am really artsy/crafty. So it's somewhere I can

go where I don't have to talk I canjust be myself. If I don't feel like talking I'm

still learning and I'm creating so for me it feeds my soul.

One of the challenges or issues faced when accessing supports through mental health

associations was the worker changes. As long as the worker was identified as supponive

and could provide good information, listen and be patient as the client engaged in services

with them there were only positive expeliences of these associations. Nancy articulated

this well:
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Probably listen I mean some of this is just is sitting there listening but I mean if

there is anything to give. Umm not every hospital stay is necessary. You know

there is a lot of things that can be done on the outside and I'm living proof of that

I've been doing it now since 1990 so, I've been up and I've been down. None of

Lrs can always be r-rp or always down. But, just know your stuff if your going to be

a social wolker know your stuff do some reading, and your own research like

what yoLrr doing.

Supported housing for adults living with a mental illness had been accessed by

Nancy. Along herjor-rlney she also accessed community dayprograms that were offered.

She stated that she ". . .went to [agency]. Well they had a day program and so I was on

medication and I went to this day proglam. It wasn't the program so much that helped

me, actually it was quite boring, but I met a friend." When looking at the housing

program at the commr-rnity agency she had various experiences as outlined in this

statement:

We were in [agency] housing. We had [worker's name], she is terrific. We had

her at the house; she would come to the house. It was independent living but she

would still come to the house once a week and she was gteat, she was fantastic.

[agency] housing, it was terrible, I'll never do that again. Geez,I don't know I

think the first place we were there a few months then they moved us because

[other resident] threatened to kill us. Yeah, we were afraid. Yeah, they moved us

out of there then they moved us into this house with well it would be four women.

Three of us were doing ok but the other one, I don't know what her diagnosis was,

she was weird it was really disruptive to us. They kicked her out eventually and

then my friend moved out then another girl moved out and other people moved in.
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Istayed,andit.justwasn'ta-qreatplacetobe. Ijustaboutlandedinthehospital

after all that time and I decided I better get olrt. I just can't liandle the pressure so

that's when I moved in here. [agency] had nothing to do with what happened,

they were great at getting me orìt of there. [agency] people are great people.

In looking at the service proviclers and the experts experience with professionals there

were Lrnsuccessful relationships. One expert fèlt abandoned by a therapist that never

called them back. Four experts had ne-sative experiences with psychiatrists involved.

One example of this is shown in Karen's statement. "In the mean time [psychiatrist]

mucked up my blue cross so I clidn't have any income. And we were getting kicked out

of our house because of all of this stuff right. But because I was so angry he closed my

file he said, "Closing your file". So then I was in this 'I'm a bad patient' because I've,

you know, ticked off my psychiatrist and now I don't have one and then there was a

waiting list." N¿rncy talked about a ne-eartive experience she had with a nurse and

psychiatrist team;

They had me seeing this psychiatrist who I didn't get along with and this nurse.

Every time I went to see this nlrrse for my needle, they used to give me this

needle. Every time I'd go to see this nurse she would talk about her office and her

decorations and her new pictr-u'es. It seemed to me that is all we talk about. So

one day he was there with her and me and I brought it up I said all we ever talk

about is this damn office, and they kicked me out. That was the end of my help.

They just kicked me out.
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As well experiences with mental health workers were ¿ìt times a challenge. Three of the

experts had indicated that the staff turnover was difficult to cleal u,ith. Just as they were

getting used to sorneone and developing a trusting relationship the worker would change

jobs or leave the agency. Nancy stated just as "I started trr-rsting him. Now I really trust

him and he's leaving". In spite of negative experiences with service providers all experts

continued to search for someone they could work with. and adjr-rstecl to workel'changes.

Experts saw value in the variety of community services plovided. They talked about

valuing the individual time they had with therapists and social workers as it centered on

their own needs ancl concerns. Also, those who accessed groups began to see they were

not alone in their experience of the illness, symptoms or day-to-day challenges.

Other formal supports accessed outside the field of mental health wele community

centres, services like Meals on Wheels, and wonren's ol homeless shelters. Programming

offered through community centres helped keep experts br-rsy with crafts or card games as

well as opportunities fbr special trips to other cities where various lèstivals or plays could

be seen.

Oktobefest, yolr know what I noticed with the German Oktoberf'est? You know,

they had great big tables the long tables and they had chairs around them. Which

I think is better than, like tables of 8 or 4 so. That's sort of an important point too

sor t of like a German style Oktoberfest hall. Yeah, ancl they can still sit with their

friends, br-rt I just thought I don't know if they designed it that way bit I think it is

a good idea the long tables. So people can yolì know, sit in groups and they can

still you know, be with other people. It's probably not as intimidating to go up to

a huge long table and find two extra seats, as it would be this little lound table.

And but I'm all for dancing I think it is good therapy and it's fun and it's exercise.
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Shelters were utilizecl in times of transition between homes or aclrte care stays and

On occasion while awaiting a vacancy in geared-to-income hoLrsing complex. The

experts that used shelters did not want to go back. Kate stated, "I could have gone back

to the shelter I was but I didn't fèel that comfortable going back".

Symptom management

In looking at the interview data the other category identified during the journey to

recovery was that of sympton-r management. The experts shared various issues they dealt

with in the management of symptoms. One issue was that some experienced medications

not eliminating all the symptoms of the illness. Another issue was the plocess of finding

the right combination of medications. A third issue was the desire the experts had in

wanting a collaborative relationship with the psychiatrist particularly when trying to find

the right combination of medication. And lastly, the experts found that keeping busy with

work and volunteering had been helpful in supporting recovery and if symptoms were not

well managed they were less able to be out working or volunteering.

Medications that were used in the management of symptoms of persistent mental

illnesses came with a whole range of side effects. These side effects had left the experts

to nake some decisions about what they wanted to live with symptoms or side effects.

Some experienced a reduction in the symptoms of the mental illness but an increase in

other health issues. The affects of medication can be seen in Nancy's experience:

Well as soon as they got me on the right medication, cause I had tried halidol, I

had tried celezene they were terrible. Then they put me on CT drugs and celezene

again and noratripiline cause I was suffering from depression too. I was just like a

zombie and I mean my mother would say "you have no life in your eyes", like I'd

get dead eyes. I was over-medicated and started putting weight on like crazy and
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sleeping all the time. I wasn't huppy that way either so I went a few years ago I

went to my psychiatrist and I saicl, "l want to 
-qo on sonething that doesn't pnt

weight on. Doesn't knock me for a loop all the tirre". It was fine at night cause I

needed it at night but she put rrle on lespiridone and I was stoned all the time. I

was awake but I was stoned. It was like somebody gave me a street dmg and I

didn't like that. I went off the medication and I started getting sick again and I

called her and I went in and then I said "to tell you the truth I haven't been taking

my pills" and she asked why and I said, "I don't want to be stoned".

Karen illustrated the management of ongoing syurptorns even with the use of

psychotropic medications:

Bnt I'm still, I think I am better than I was but I am still not right. You know it's

like a hurricane feeling you know like insteacl of being grade 5 it rnight be a grade

3 hurricanes. You know it's sort of, it's still a problem. You know it's like a like

loud noises really bother me ancl I have panic attacks and feel like I'm getting sick

I'm afraid of that coming24/7.

Kate talked about her ongoing experience with symptoms:

My nervous system is kind of shot. It feels like shattered glass. I fìnd that loud

noises really bother rne. Sitting arouncl tables usr-rally bothers me especially if

there's a crowd. It's not too bad one-on-one in m1'¿ìpartment like it doesn't show

now. Or like I said with [doctor's name] it doesn't show when I'm with her on a

one-to-one. But when I'm around crowds and bright lights, and loud noises really

bother, me my nervolìs system is sort of shot or something. I'm afraid if someone
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coughing and sputtering and like I can't get out of a building last enough or

something.

Others experienced the trade offs of taking medications but cleveloped other health issues

as a result of weight gain, like diabetes or blood pressure issues. Other unpleasant side

effects included hair loss, dry mouth, dental problems and ongoing fatigue.

Over the course of recovery self-directing tleatment was highlighted. Experts had

taken part in self-directing treatment in a variety of ways. When experts were doing well

all indicated how frequently they would see their psychiatrist. Another way to self-direct

treatment had been by looking at times when they were well and discussing options to

reduce medications. Three experts had done this collaboratively with their psychiatrist.

Two experts had tried reducing their medications on their own and when they ran into

difficulty they were able to discuss this with their psychiatrist without the worry of being

seen as a 'difficult patient'. As well five experts had repolted being able to advocate for

what they needed from the community based mental health services they were receiving.

The idea of self-directing treatment had also been seen throlìgh five of the experts feeling

able to call theil psychiatrist for an appointment if they had experienced an event that

they needed support in processing. Five experts liked the idea of being able to access

community professionals who would do counselling. All of the experts had crisis

numbers if they needed them and knew how to access consumer grolrps. The barrier to

services identified by four experts was to have more neighbourhood based options for

service and shorter wait times for services. Having someone to check-in with was also

seen as valuable. It allowed Sara to:

Talk about how I coped. You know, how do I think next time I can do something.

You know, if it's I didn't really feel like I dealt with it the greatest, yon know we
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tines I go there and I don't know how to get through that and that's were I am

thankfirl to have her.

In terms o1 addressing medication issues, Nancy was able to deal with the doctor directly

about her thoughts on the effectiveness of medication. "I've only just ever gone to

psychiatrist and they just prescribe something ancì I tly it and if I don't like it I go back

and say I don't like this or if I do like it". This active involvement in managing her care

was slrpporlive to staying on the journey to recovery.

Keeping busy through volunteer work ancl employment was something that all

experts talked about. Whether it was volunteering with their children's activities or

spendin-e time volunteering with agencies or businesses in the community keeping busy

was a way to keep the mind off symptoms or over thinking life issues as illustrated by the

fbllowing quotes:
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I did some volunteer work for the library gardening; I just did it once every two

weeks. I just did it at noon hour and I just went last week for the last time

actually. I am doing a [city] Right to Life but it's been a bit of a problem with

transport. But I am ,iust going to see somebody, probably next Thursday I am

going to go see them and do a little bit of office work. And at Legion of Mother

Mary I am an auxiliary member...weekends are hard (Kate).

I volunteer at lstore] with the kitties once a week. I have other volunteer

positions. Once a week I go into the school and help the literacy teachers listening

to kids reacl. I'm also a Brownie leader; my dar-rghter is in Brownie's so that's

enough (Sara).
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When asked if keeping bLrsy helpecl Steve stated, "yes, it keeps me f rom not sitting home

and thinking about stulf. It keeps rny mind ¿ìctive and then to think about other things."

So the value of being able to get out of the house, work, volunteer and engage with others

outside the home environmcnt was ìdentified as a sLrpport in facilitating recovery.

Limitations

In this research the reality of lecovery was drawn from the conversations with the

experts who have had severe mental illness and it looked to firther define the interactions

and meanings given to their involvelnent and use of the mental health system. There is a

discussion in the findin-es that acknowleclges my knowledge, values and beliefs and how

they shaped the data.

'When revier,ving the literature that is available on the topic under study to date,

there seem to be some colnn-ton threads in the recovery from a severe mental illness

confirming the relevance of this research (Anthony, 1990; 1995; SLrllivan 1994). Both

consumer/survivor pelsonal narratives, and qualitative research have found certain factors

that facilitate recovery which have included medication, community suppofi programs

and case management, self-help networks ancl, vocational or day programming (Sullivan,

1994). This research further enriches the finctings of previous studies with this

population, and added new information to the field of mental illness and recovery.

The sample was limited in that it was relatively snall in nature (7 experts), and

may have represented a homogenous group of consumers who demonstrated atypical

recoveries. The participants were sought through a psychiatrist's practice. The

participants had found out about the research during a session with their psychiatrist, and

therefore did not represent the popr-rlation that has a severe mental illness but hadn't

accessed the psychiatric services of this doctor. The above- mentioned factors did impact
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the generalizability of the fìndings. As well, given that I had sor-rght personal accounts of

recovery these stories and experiences were unique and may have been biased by the

interviewee's ideas of recovery. The generalizability may be further impacted by gender,

and the course of the illness as well there will be no contact with the ref'erring

psychiatrists, family members etc. to obtain other views on the participants' recovery.

This research was respectfil of the personal narratives that were shared.

Groundedness of findings in data was done through the write r-rp of the findings

and using the words of the participants to highlight the themes and emerging theory.

Groundedness of interpretation in findings was done through explaining the phenomena

under study and what conditions were present that had facilitated recovery.



This resealch was initiated in an effort to explore what supports facilitate recovery

from the position of the experts. Of course, I had rny own ideas about what I thought

might help people living with a n.lental illness stay out of institutions however, I was

interested in fìnding out what the experts had to say on the topic. I thought that if I could

find out what they thought helped in living with a mental illness it may help others who

are experiencing symptoms of an illness move to recovery more quickly. In reviewing

the literature on the topic the research was predominantly American. The preliminary

ideas found in the literature about what supports facilitate recovery were supported

through this research, the Canadian experts experìences were similar. The phenomena of

recovery included the interaction between the experts ancl the formal and informal support

systems around them. Through this research two dominant grouncled theories emerged.

The data revealed that there wele specific formal and informal supports that facilitated

recovery as illustrated below in Figure l. As well a glounded theory emerged suggesting

that there was a pivotal moment between the journey to diagnosis and the journey to

recovery. For all the experts interviewed a shift occurred whereby they moved into

recovery at this time a phenomena needed to occlìr; the identification with a diagnosis

(see Figure 2 ). Below I will discuss my findings and what happened for this shift to

occur and recovery to begin. As well, I wi.ll discuss the implications for social work

policy, eclucation and practice and what we can learn from the experts.

Chapter Five

Discussion of Findings
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Figure 1: Supports Facilitating Recovery
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Firstly, the narratives of the experts supported symbolic interactionisfit as

identified by Straus & Corbin's (1994). It was through active participation with formal
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Through the experts accessing formal supports recovery was influenced. When looking

at what happened once the expert identified with the diagnosis and proceeded into the
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researchers like Sullivan, Spaniol, Anthony and Deegan we can begin to see how

recovery happened and more specifically what supports facilitated this journey.

As was identified in the literature review the important components of recovery

were being able to have meaningfil relationships and being able to access and engage

with formal systems. In looking at the naratives of the experts and their ideas abot¡t

recovery there were many examples of the importance of relationships. The role of

family and fiiends cannot be underestimated. What was evidenced in the experts' stories

was the need for friendships. There was a distinction in the reciprocity experienced in

friendships with fellow consumers. The experts finally met others who could understand

what they were going through. For some this was the first experience of having a best

friend. The development of lasting friendships was seen as sr-rppoltive to recovery. In

linking with fbrmal systems that supported recovery the experts interacted with others

who were also seeking support. This interaction allowed the establishment of strong

informal supports.

We can also see in the data the importance of providing accessible supports in a

timely manner. Understanding barriers to accessing services like transportation and

limited finances will help in building awareness of what can be clone by the service

provider to sllpport more effectively. Experts were aware that part of staying well was to

get out and interact with their community. To do so this meant having access to

transportation. Linked with accessing transportation was the financial means. If bus

passes could be provided to the experts they would be more interactive in their

communities. Without access to transportation this interaction is inconsistent and

dependent on finances. Removing the barrier of transportation by the provision of passes
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sLlpporting recovery.

Being involved in comnrunity activities was important in facilitating recovery.

This was accomplished thror-rgh interaction with peer support grollps, recreational

activities, theraper-rtic gloLìps and faith-based activities. Experts didn't always know what

was available to them in their conmunity whether it was support groups through either

profèssional ol consun-ler driven agencies. Having accessible, accurate infbrmation about

community activities will help the expert get connected and self direct their systems of

support.

The importance of working with formal support services like day programs,

hor-rsing, income assistance programs, case management and psychiatry was also

supported in the data from the experts interviews. Connection to housing and financial

programs helped reduce the stress ol'getting their basic needs met. Working with case

managers, therapists and psychiatrists were also identified as important in the journey of

recovery. Articulated by the expel'ts was the need for these relationships to be
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collaborative zrnd expert driven. Through these relationships experts could begin to self-

direct their treatment and work on ways to manage symptoms. The psychiatrist had a lot

of power in the jor-rrney and the expefis interviewed all had supportive relationships with

their doctors. When the expert felt heard and a part of the treatment team they stayed

connected to the system. This connection helped maintain recovery.

As well the data indicated a role for the service system to support the families of

the experts. The data sr-rggested that the experience of marginalization and

disconnectedness was common. Experts identified the loss of family relationships as

difficLrlt. Often once recovery began and the experts had better management over the
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symptoms of the illness family lelationships werc re-established. Through understanding

the importance of family support we can highlight the role lbr working with the families

of the experts. Whethel it is through providing eclucation or more tailored slrpports

families need to understand the importance of their involvement in recovery. If it was

understood that they erre important to the joLrrney they nray be able to better support the

experts as they recover.

The data from the interviews gives prol-essionals infbrmation that highlight what

formal supports can do to assist in recovery. In working with the experts believing in

recovery is important. This belief will set the stage for conversations arouncl what the

expel'ts have found helpfLrl with the newly diagnosed person. The sharing of this

knowledge will offer some ideas around slrpportive services that will ptrt the newly

diagnosed in touch with experts. In this connection between experts and the newly

diagnosed there will be opportunities to see recovery at varior:s stages. It is reflective of

the adcliction support groups. If newly diagnosed cor-rld be mentored by peer experts the

shape of their recovery could be different as a result of the informal support from peers.

If we can provide accurate information ancl begin to introduce ideas of recovery to the

newly diagnosed and their families we may see experts recovering sooner.

The second theory that emerged through the data was that of this pivotal moment

along the journey of diagnosis that moved the expert alon-e to recovery as illustrated in

Figure 2 Pivotal Moment Between Journey's:
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Something significant occun'ed along the way. The data would sug-qest thar at sorre point

the expert identified there was something diff-erent going on with them. With this insight

began a search for answers and finally identification with a diagnosis. Subseqr-rent to this

was a decision that symptoms could be managed. It is difficLrlt to determine what brought

this pivotal moment about. The experts shared many experiences of loss along the u,ay as

well as trying to find w¿ìys to deal with symptoms as they arose. For some. their eally

encounters with professionals were negative and did not support the idea that recovery

was a distinct possibility. Further examination of this pivotal moment woulcl be an

interesting area for firrther research. By understanding what assisted in the development

of insight to the illness and the possibility of a life beyond it both the novice expert and

the professional could benefit. The more expert based knowledge available the more able

people could in effect fast track to recovery, minimizing the more negative experiences

along the journey to diagnosis.

Through the research on recovery and the suppor-ts that facilitate it we gain much

information and insight throtrgh the experiences of the experts. For the professionals the

implications on practice are great. We can begin to look at what we can do differently to

sllpport movement to the journey of recovery. This may impact the novice expert who

through this interaction with the fbrmal supports could experience stability and control

over the symptoms of the mental illness they are managing sooner. The impolt¿rnce of

oLÌr use of language is critical. Having discussions about recovery will allow the experts

seeking our services opportunities to further contemplate this potential. Being
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knowledgeable about what is available in the communities we work will allow the expert

opportunities to establish meanin,eful connections to peers. Practitioners remaining
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supportive and working collaboratively with experts will keep them involved in the very

systems they have identified as supportive of recovery.

Fol professionals in the field of mental health and educators who are training the

future professionals it seems irnperative to continue to work at the shifts in thought,

practice and lan-euage in an effort to better support people living with a mental illness.

Advocating for ways to increase affordable access to community activities and social

opportunities were highlighted, such as coffee hoLrses, dances, exercise groups, and music

or art groups were identified as not accessible or available. Advocating to various levels

of government to support free access to public transportation, and increased community

based proglamming would greatly enhance the journey of recovery, not to mention

potentially reduce the expense of hospital stays by compromising it. It seems that in spite

of the move to de-institutionalize there are still many gaps in both service and policies

that make recovel'y a challenge. Social services are faced with cutbacks or rigid

guidelines as a result of government ideologies. The experts to support them in recovery

rely upon these systems with all their irnperfections. From the micro to macro level there

are lots of opportunities to improve the system of supports. What is central to change at

all levels is the belief that recovery is possible. Recovery is a life long jor.rrney but one

that can be achieved by those living with the symptoms of a mental illness.
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Appendix B

Faculty of Social Work, University of Manitoba Research Consent Form

Project Title: Recovery: The experts Experience of Formal and Informal Supports

research project that will be looking at recovery from a severe and persistent mental

illness including schizophrenia, bi-polar or manic deplession and depression. I consent to

having the information I provide to this researcher used in her thesis write-up. I

understand that information I share in this interview will be used by the researcher in

looking at the experiences of recovery from a severe and persistent mental illness. The

research is being conducted by graduate student, Shaunclra Law, Faculty of Social Work,

University of Manitoba. The research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research

Ethics Board of the University.

I understand that the research may be presented to professional audiences and may be

written about in professional journals. This information will be presented in a way that

conceals my identity. I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time,

and/or refrain from answering any questions I prefer to omit, without prejudice or

consequence.

My signature indicates my agreement and consent to be involved ìn this research.

have volunteered to pal'ticipate in this

l6

Signature

Name (Printed) Date



Appendix C

Faculty of Social Work, University of Manitoba Research Consent Form

Project Title: Recovery: The Experts Experience of Formal and Informal Supports

group discussion as a result of my individual participation in the above stated research

ploject. The research is being done as part of the interviewer's Master's thesis and has

been approved b y the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board of the University. The aim of

the research is to better undel'stand the experience of recovery for people living with a

severe and persistent mental illness (including depression, schizophrenia, bipolar

disorder/manic deplession) and supports that have facilitated or been barriers to this

process.

I have agreed to participate in a focus group discussion with others who

participated in this research to review the findings fiom the individual interviews. I

understand that all infonnation will be kept confidential. I understand that the research

may be presented to professional audiences and may be written about in professional

journals. This information will be presented in a way that conceals my identity. I

understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time, and/or refrain from

answering any questions I prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence.

My signature indicates my agreement and consent to be involved in this research.

I have agreed to participate in a focus

11

Signature

Name (Printed) Date



Dear Patient:

My name is Shaundra Law and I am a Graduate Student at the University of Manitoba in

the Faculty of Social Work. I am preparing to do my thesis research entitled: Recovery:

The experts Experience of Formal and Informal Supports. I am looking to interview

people who have been diagnosecl with a nental illness inch-rding; schizophrenia, bi-polar

disorder or majol depression and consider themselves in recovery or recovered. To be

eligible to pariicipate in this research you must have been diagnosed at least five years

ago, have not been hospitalized lbr psychiatric reasons in the past two years and living at

least semì-independently. The focus of this research is looking at how supports have

facilitated youl'r'ecovery. Indiviclual intelviews would be scheduled at a mutually

convenient time and location. One interview would be scheduled that would last in

between one ancl two hours. A $20 honoralium would be given to each participant upon

the completion of the individual interview. Each participant woulcl be invited to

participate in a focus group interview with other individual participants to review the

findings of the individLral research. The focus group woulcl be helcl in acommunity

location and participation is voluntary. Food and beverages would be plovided at this

interview. Please contact nre at (xxx) xxx-xxxx to arrange for an interview, this is a

personal and private phone number with an answering machine that is only accessible to

the researcher. Leave a nìessage, a convenient time to return your call, and a number

where you can be reached.

Enclosed is a copy of the consent and poster advertising the research. Thanks for your

support ancl interest in the l'esearch, I look fbrward to meeting with yor,r.

Shaundra Law BSW, RSW
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Are you interested in describing your experience of
supports during recovery from a mental illness?
Are you recovering or have recovered from a mental

illness like schizophrenia, bipolar disorderlmanic
depression or depression?

'Would you be willing to share your experience of this
recovery journey?

Have you had supports from friends, family peers or
professionals that have helped you find ways to

effectively manage the illness?
If so you have the expert knowledge and experiences

that this study is looking to further explore.
If you are recovering or have recovered from one of
the above stated diagnoses, were diagnosed at least 5
years ago, have not been hospttahzed for psychiatric

reasons in the past two years, are living semi-
independently or independently and would be willing

to discuss your journey of recovery contact

R.esearch Farticipants R.equined

Appendix B
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y our p arrici;Tå:T1i,ilî#Jiääio ch an ge rhe
recovery of others.

A small honorarium will be given to participants.



Name:

Mailing Address:

D.O.B.:

I am interested in participating in a group follow-up interview to hear about the tesearch

findings (circle your preference): yes no

Diagnosis:

When were you diagnosed?:

Number of hospitalizations:

Last hospitalization:

Agencies you have been involved with:

How would you define yonr recovery?

What path did your recovery take (when did you start to recover, what prompted this
decision, who helped if anyone...) ?

What formal supports do you see as facilitating your recovery?

What inforrnal supports do you see as facilitating your recovery?

What have been the positive aspects of the formal supports?

What have been the negative aspects of the formal supports?

What have been the positive aspects of the informal supports?

What have been the negative aspects of the informal supporls?

Did you experience any barriers to yolìr'recovery in the formal support system?

Did yoy experience any barriers to your recovery in your informal sllpport system?
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